Rinri Newsletter: Volume 1, Number 6
Spectral Moon, Fourth Year of Prophecy

It is day 22 of the Spectral Serpent Moon, the sixteenth day of the eleventh Warrior's Cube Journey for
this eventful year, Blue Self-existing Storm and the first psi bank plate opening. In perfect Rinri aphasic
harmony, today's psi chrono unit, Red-Self-existing Serpent was the daily kin for the first day of this
Cube Journey, Spectral Moon 7. The psi chrono unit for this Yellow Rhythmic Sun day stitches this Cube
Journey perfectly from its beginning to its conclusion. What were you setting forth to accomplish or
realize on day 7, Dragon memory Cube position 1, Red Self-existing Serpent, that came to fulfillment
for you on day 22, Warrior intelligence Cube position16, when the Red Self-existing Serpent showed up
again as the psi chrono unit?
The Red Self-Existing Serpent, of course, has Warrior in its occult oracle position to seal the Warrior's
position of the Cube. The Red Self-existing Serpent is also a Polar Kin, setting off the third 20-day
cycle, "Convert the Red Galactic Spectrum, " of the 65-day life force cycle and it is the Spectral Serpent
Moon! So there should be some very interesting conversions and transformations going on in our lives
at this time. If your life is not undergoing some profound changes as a result of following the new time
and practicing the Rinri Project, then you are not going deep enough.
The Rinri Project, like the Thirteen Moon Calendar, the Telektonon and the Dreamspell are aspects of a
system of new knowledge. New knowledge by its nature is cathartic and transformative. Old knowledge
must be displaced, abandoned or revised, otherwise the new knowledge will not take root. There must
be a turning in the deepest seat of consciousness for the new knowledge to become real in order to
inform and nourish the most profound psychic bases of our being. This can be by turns a painful, a
bewildering, or even a boring process. Painful because new knowledge confronts the spell of egoic
attachments that the old knowledge has cast upon us; bewildering because the new knowledge does
not fit our preconceived notions of reality, both philosophically or socially; and boring, because
sometimes it seems like it is just rote practice and we are not certain that it leads anywhere or that
anything is really happening. The point is: once you have entered the stream of new knowledge, do not
stop half way. "If You Don't Do It, It Won't Work! Let's Not Stop Now!"

World Environment Day and the Inevitable Mind Shift
The reminder to keep going and delving more deeply is especially important at this time, because we
are ready to prepare for the rolling of the Chronosphere and the heightened activities that will conclude
the first year opening of the psi bank. We must remember that we have embarked on a great
experiment, the awakening and activation of the great mirror of the noosphere, the transformation of
the biosphere into the psychoactive field of fourth-dimensional mind and consciousness. The splendid
magnet of Be-ness draws us ever upward and on!
At this time there is much official concern or discussion about the environment.June 5, Crystal Moon 7,
first day of the twelfth Warrior's Cube Journey for this year, Red Rhythmic Skywalker (Day-Out-ofTime, Sixth Year of Prophecy), has been declared "World Environment Day" in honor of the
25thanniversary of the United Nation's first Conference on the Environment, Stockholm, Sweden, 1972.
It is also coming up on the fifth anniversary of the United Nation's second environmental conference,
the famous Rio Earth Summit of 1992. However, the San Francisco Chronicle headline for a story for
March 20, 1997, says it all: "Gloomy Report on Global Cleanup5 Years after Rio Summit." The talk
about the environment is piece-meal and superficial. As well-intentioned as some of this talk may be, it
does not comprehend the actual nature of the biosphere-noosphere transition and the fatal
consequences of the maintenance of the technosphere as an "economic"priority (the policy of
"sustainable development, " which is nothing but ongoing investment industrialization).
Yes, we must all get involved. We must raise our consciousness to the real issues. We must understand
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First Psi Bank Plate Opening Approaches Conclusion:
"If You Don't Do It, It Won't Work! Let's Not Stop Now!"

According to the theory of the noosphere, changes in the evolution of the biosphere (life on Earth) are
programmed into the DNA, whose frequency structures are held in place and determined by the
existence of a fourth-dimensional planetary memory field, the psi bank. The psi bank is a resonant
structure operating in tandem with the electromagnetic fields of resonance, or Van Allen Radiation Belts,
which circle the globe at 2, 000 and 11, 000 miles altitude. For ourselves as a species, changes in
evolution are inevitably changes in consciousness. The rise of the 12:60 technosphere is itself a
mutation of consciousness which will only be complete when the frequency structures of the DNA which
control our consciousness are somehow triggered into their next phase of metaprogramming. The
acceleration of the 12:60frequency itself is the trigger, but in order for the trigger to work there must
be an object that is to be fired, a trajectory to be followed, and a target as well.
The effect of the artificial, mechanistic 12:60 timing frequency on the DNA is to distort its natural
functioning by placing it out of phase with the natural timing program. The distortion of the DNA timing
is the mutational trigger at work within the technosphere, the artificial planetary life-construct of
industrialization. The distorted DNA will either bring on the demise of the aberrant species, or effect an
internal crisis which will bring on the next evolutionary metaprogram, the object triggered.
Consciousness of this process is in itself an aspect of the mutation. Knowledge of the correct timing
frequency and the means to re-establish the human DNA accordingly is critical to the positive outcome
of the mutation. The Rinri Project is actively engaging this process by methodically interacting with the
psi bank according to the correct 13:20 timing frequency as established by the Thirteen Moon Calendar.
The result is a telepathic activation of the DNA. It is now considered that only 12% of the DNA is
active. The remaining 88% is inactive and covered with histones, a type of biological time-lock. The
working hypothesis of the Rinri Project is that the conscious engagement of the DNA frequency
structures according to a telepathic program is assisting in the unlocking of at least some of the
histones, to release DNA programs that up until now have been dormant. The Rinri Project and the
theory of the psi bank themselves are also manifestations occasioned by the evolutionary crisis.
The sum effect of the telepathic activation and coordination of the DNA in harmony with the correct
timing frequency can only result in some kind of radical change in consciousness or "mind shift." The
effects or actual nature of such a mind shift can only be guessed at, but that a mind shift of some kind
will occur is certain and inevitable. One effect, however, of such a mind shift (the biosphere-noosphere
transition) would be the collapse or disintegration of the 12:60 mind field which itself is a function of a
totally artificial construct of consciousness held in place and reinforced by the existence of the
technosphere. Also important to bear in mind is that when such changes occur, they are rapid and
unalterable.
In the last Rinri Newsletter, we reported on the revelation of the Sixteen Year Telektonon Cube of the
Law and the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time. According to this revelation, the effect of the Rinri Project
activation of the psi bank is to prepare the Chronosphere for "motion, " Overtone Seed, July 26, 1997.
The preceding Day-Out-of-Time, the interdimensional pause between the completion of the first psi
bank plate and the activation of the second plate, is the commencement of the "inevitable event, "the
mind shift from the 12:60 artificial mental frequency of the solely third-dimensional consciousness of
the technosphere to the 13:20 natural fourth-dimensional timing frequency of the biosphere,
consciously understood as the Dominion of Time.
Because this event is being consciously prepared for and acknowledged, it constitutes the activation of
the noosphere, the mind shift. For this reason it is important that we intensify our practice for the last
two Moons of the Self-existing Storm year with the heightened awareness that the only way our
environment will improve is through a profound shift in our own consciousness. Rinri practitioners, we
few cells of the collective human organism are the biosphere-noosphere transition made conscious! Let
us extend our mind in telepathic compassion to all of life on Earth for the upliftment and evolutionary
advancement of our spiritual and moral intelligence!
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the web of technospheric interdependence that connects our modern world comforts with the
exploitation of natural resources and the deteriorating biosphere. But we also understand from the
analysis of the timing frequencies that there will not be a whole system betterment of our biosphere
expect through a change of timing frequency, a release from the artificial 12:60 and a return to the
natural 13:20 time. In addition, we must bear in mind that such a change in frequency constitutes an
almost unimaginable"mind shift." Which brings us back to our noble experiment, the Rinri Project.

Seed-Earth Occult Tonal Constants
Rinri Practitioners! It is time for the new Seed to be planted into the new Earth, for the regeneration of
the cosmic tree. It is the cosmic tree that sprouts the new genesis of the first three years of the
Sixteen Year Telektonon Cube of the Law. As the first three lines of "Pacal Votan's Riddle of the Stone"
declare:

In the Dreamspell codes Yellow Seed (code 4) and Red Earth (code 17)are occult to each other, their
code numbers adding up to 21. If you look at your Harmonic Index, Tzolkin, or Rinri Psi Bank Calendar,
you will note that only the Seed and Earth seals are coded by exactly the same tones horizontally
across the thirteen Harmonic Runs or vertical columns. In the first Harmonic Run both Seed and Earth
are coded by Self-existing tone 4. Thence forward, in each vertical column, they hold the same tones:
11, 5, 12, 6, 13, 7, 1, 8, 2, 9, 3, and in the thirteenth run, 10. This establishment of Tonal constants
for Seed and Earth is due to the fact that of all the occult pairs, only Seed and Earth are thirteen seals
apart. The magic of the thirteen and seven is with this occult pair
all the way, too! Note that in the seventh mystic column, Seed and Earth, thirteen tones apart, are
both tone 7! And, Rinri practitioners, note in the thirteenth column that psi chrono unit 10 Seed codes
Moon 13, day 7, while psi chrono unit 10 Earth codes Moon 13, day 20 the perfect 13:20!
An ancient Japanese lullaby and Zen Koan asks the question:
"How old are you dear moon?"
The answer given is "Thirteen:seven."
There are now many Thirteen Moon Calendar interpretations to this once vexing Koan. The moon
governs the tides of blood, water and the life-seed itself. The new Seed falls into the Earth. When
comes the Cosmic Turtle Moon, Rinri Practitioners, please be aware of thirteen:seven, for the Planetary
Seed within the Planetary Earth will beckon the 13:20! The new time is close hand!

Daily Practice Review: Spectral Moon 22, Yellow Rhythmic Sun
Psi Chrono Unit Kin 225, Red Self-Existing Serpent
1. Lay out the Telektonon Board. Complete your Telektonon exercise with the card layout.
Contemplate the synchronometry and the chronometry for the day.
2. From the layout determine what is the Earth Family of the daily kin (Polar Family)
3. Determine the Overtone Chromatic in which the daily kin is located(Blue Overtone
Storm-Solar Night, Self-Generating Abundance). Use the Human and Planet Holon charts.
Locate and identify the body center and planet zone of the Earth Family for the day
(Crown, North Polar Earth, Russia-Europe).Visualize its color (yellow) and receive (North
team) or send (South team)a red magnet to or from the luminous yellow five-petalled
crown center.
4. Since it is the 22nd day of the Eleventh Moon, and the sixteenth cube position, Warrior,
the psi chrono unit activated is Red Self-existing Serpent, Kin 225. Note the convergence of
Polar daily kin and Polar psi chrono unit, and the fact the Red Self-existing Serpent, which
converts the Red Galactic Spectrum, was the daily kin for the first day of this Cube Journey.
5. Visualize the psi chrono unit's position in the psi bank plate, Northern and Southern
Tzolkin grids simultaneously. (Fifth from top of twelfth column).
6. Visualize this psi bank plate straddling the planet from North to South Pole.
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One
Central point
Grows one cosmic tree

7. Since the psi chrono unit is a Serpent, and it is the second half of this year, contemplate
and study the pair of matching Hexagrams, +17Following, -50 The Cauldron. "Time to
create a following for 13:20values, and commence the great transformation."
8. Read the corresponding (Sun) section of the Prophecy of Pacal Votan, "Invocation."
9. Note the current Vinal Solar Meditation Cycle, 16, Pax, Spectral21 to Crystal 12,
"Touching a Music of the Future."

New Time Global Peace Ceremonies
We are in Japan preparing the World Congress on the Law of Time and Judgement Day Tribunal. Every
day in every way we are more aware of the inevitable nature of what is to come. Most people are not
aware, and it is virtually impossible to explain to them adequately the technical nature of the theory of
the psi bank, much less the biosphere-noosphere transition. But people are waking up to the truth of
artificial time, the speedy nature of their lives, and to the fact that the growing social and
environmental problems are not going to go away by themselves! We must make simple, popular
Thirteen Moon Calendars and distribute them freely! We must prepare for simple, popular mass events:
New Time Global Peace Ceremonies.
In Japan we shall be calling for all spiritual groups to gather at sacred sites for prayer and meditation
on the Day-Out-of-Time. We shall ask for a ringing of bells in observance of the passing of the old
time. On the Overtone Seed we shall call again for a morning of prayer and meditation, ringing of bells,
and ceremonial planting of new trees for the new time in observation of Entry into the Dominion of
Time. Create popular Calendar Change Peace Ceremonies! Adjust the calendar Magnetic Moon 1; let it
be Sunday and not Gregorian Saturday! Abandon the old calendar forever! Do what you can to alert
your local community. Stay tuned! The collective mind is shifting! May the Universal Religion of Truth
flourish everywhere! May Peace prevail on Earth!
Submitted by Valum Votan,
Rinri Project Preceptor and Guest Professor, Rinri Institute, Tokyo, Japan
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10. Note the Rinri precept for today: "'Respect yourself and do the same for others." Key to
Intelligence: Now you are the Warrior. Become the Victory of Prophecy!

